PEOPLENET DISPLAY.4

Technical Specifications

Processor
• i.MX535 – ARM Cortex – A8 Core @ 1 GHz

RAM Memory
• 512MB DDR3

Storage Memory
• 16 GB iNAND flash memory + SD Card expansion

Operating Temperature
• -20º to +70ºC

Operating System
• Windows Embedded Compact 7 operating system

Connectors
• Two high-speed USB 2.0 ports (1 on the unit and 1 on the cable)
• Audio jack for external speaker
• Microphone Jack

Networking
• WiFi 802.11 b/g/n and Bluetooth v4.0 + EDR standard

PeopleNet Display.4 System Includes:
• PeopleNet Display.4
• PeopleNet Onboard Computer
• Optional 83-key QWERTY Keyboard (not pictured)

Expand your fleet’s capabilities and efficiencies with PeopleNet Display.4. Increase safety and compliance, driver productivity, and streamline operations from in-cab to back office. Utilize the configurability and flexibility of PeopleNet’s open platform to integrate and run powerful fleet-enhancing applications. With the intuitive interface design putting efficiency at your drivers’ fingertips and the ability to automate communication across the supply chain, you’ll have the know-how and the peace of mind to bring your operation to the next level.

• Access powerful applications with speed and ease
• PeopleNet’s open platform allows system configuration to match your fleet’s needs
• An intuitively designed interface allows for easy driver interaction

Ready to experience a new level of performance?
To find out how other fleets have blown past their performance limits visit www.peoplenetonline.com, call 888.346.3486, option 3 or email info@peoplenetonline.com.
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PeopleNet Display.4 is your interface to an amazing world of applications. With robust hardware extensibility, surplus memory and the power to run future, advanced applications—PeopleNet Display.4 has what you need now and the ability to give you what you need next.

Software
Windows Embedded Compact 7
PeopleNet Display.4 runs on the Windows Embedded Compact 7 operating system.

Applications and Features
Standard PeopleNet Applications

• Locating & Messaging helps you keep track of your fleet, monitor customer loads, predict delivery times, print mileage and routing reports—and more.

• Automated Workflow automates communication across the supply chain, from pick-up to delivery. You get more efficient pick-ups and drop-offs, higher compliance and lower communication costs along with improved customer service, safety and revenue.

• Text to Speech allows you to play an audio version of the message on screen.

• Shortcuts allow for single touch access to commonly used Onboard Computer functions.

Available Advanced Applications

• eDriver Logs® takes the paperwork out of traditional Hours of Service (HOS) log book process—saving drivers and dispatchers up to 20 minutes per day. HOS compliant and meets all Federal regulations in the U.S. and Canada, US Federal oilfield regulations and state regulations in Texas, Florida and California.

• Vehicle Management monitors your vehicle and driver performance to help maximize MPG, reduce operating costs and ensure your fleet operates efficiently.

• Onboard Event Recording® gives you access to second-by-second recorded data. Fleets can monitor driver habits, alter behavior, take corrective action and potentially prevent accidents.

• In-Cab Navigation makes it easier than ever for drivers to control their routes. Integrated with dispatch for automated stop-to-stop directions, In-Cab Navigation helps drivers reduce out-of-route miles and avoid excessive fuel, labor and equipment expenses.

• In-Cab Scanning enables drivers to scan in paperwork from any location, attach indexing and doc type data, send wirelessly to back office systems and quickly close out billing and payroll for major ROI gains.

• In-Cab Training provides your drivers with detailed self-paced lessons. With twice the processing power of the competition, drivers have access to training anytime and anywhere.

Quick Specifications

- Display
  - Size: 7” diagonal wide screen
  - Color TFT LCD
  - Resolution: 800 x 480

- Dimensions
  - 9.5” w  7.0” h  2.5” d
  - 2.5 lbs

- Audio
  - Dual 1.5W front facing speakers fed from a single mono channel, one external audio output accessible via PeopleNet Display.4 cable

- Keyboard
  - A USB-enabled 83-key QWERTY keyboard is supplied as an optional separate component
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